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-Vandals Violate Student'Property
The owners of the damaged cars
individually reported the incidents
to the Collegeville Police. Chief of
police John Clawson commented.
"It will be very hard to do anything unless someone was caught
in the act or someone comes forward."
Suzette Strauss, senior. whose
Subaru received heavy scratches
from a metal object (such as a key)
and a dent in the back right corner,
commented. "It had to take someone a long time to do that."
Guy Luciano, junior Resident
assistant at 702 Main Street. said.
"I find it hard to believe that no
Anothl'r iratl' ~tuJl'''1 \\ hll~e 728
Iecc, ·. ·:u wlilIagc a~~e'led .. Vv herr
exactly was Security?"
On October 4. 1986. a' similar
inciJellt \.ccuno:d rhe lanJaJized
car, Wl're again parh'd In the C! , : ""' ICI1 \eh Lie }\\i1er' rq" 'IlcI
a list of damages to Campus Security and the Collegeville Police. The

front ends were kicked in, a roof
was dented and one damaged car
was moved to the lacrosse field .
October 4. 1986. March 23
1987. Both are dates during pledg~
ing periods. Chief Clawson believes
this is the relation between the two
vandalism incidents. "The incident
looks like it w.as related to the Hell
Night at: the College," he commented.
Another officer had reported
viewing fraternity pledging activities off-campus Sunday morning,
but a relation between the two
events could not be drawn .

March 28 through April 4
The tentative schedule is as
follows:
Sunday: Basketball
Monday: Volleyball
Tuesday: Swimming & Diving
Wednesday: College Bowl
Saturday: Picnic Games
This schedule is incomplete
because the I.F.C. has not made
final decisions. The above schedule is also subject to change,
The final day of the competition
includes several zany games. These
include: egg toss, three-Iegg'ed race,
sack race. pizza eating contest,
beer chug, wheel-barrow race. IUgo-war. and sprint relays.
An event is reinstated into the
Greek Week festivities . The Sham-'
poo Slide. which wasn't featured
last year. is back! The winner is he
who can slide the furthest on a
plastic strip coated with shampoo.

I lie: .' e:d,-I\ln~ "
letil ion begins tom morrow nrghl 'Nith the
kick off dance co-sponsored by the
Campus Activities Board (CAS.)
and the I.F.C. featuring the Flamin'
Caucasians (see p. II), which is
A six-a-side wiffle ball game is
open to any group-- not only Greek also tentatively scheduled for Thur~-

organizations. It wiIl feature events day. On Friday, the I.F.C. is hostsuitable for all students.
ing a fundraiser for the American

Ursinus
Bears ...
Academic?

Arsty?

McCullough stated, "As Directer of SO:~' urity, I have nothing to
t-e1ic\'c that it was pledging oriented
nUl " .. 11 I say that it will affect
future pledging activities."
He added that students are enl'('ur,lged to report anything which
could be related to this incident.
"Everything will be treated in confidence." he assured.

vk/ElfJK WtfK
BY JEAN MARIE KISS
Grizzly Editor
1987. The year of the fourth
annual Greek Week at Ursinus
College
Yet there is a change .. . the keg
has disappeared from all aspects of
campus life. Because the recent
alcohol policy outla wed kegs, Greek
Week activities will not include
the traditional keg race or keg toss.
Senior Tom Brown, Inter-Fraternity Council (I.F.C.) President
and brother of Sigma Rho Lambda
comml'nted, "The issue was never
discu~ ,cd: ;. was assumed." He
adde I \\ II h """j "Of course we
could a1\\ a y ~ UM: a hirch heer keg!"

See Page 3
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BY JEAN MARIE KISS
Grizzly Editor
"Who on this campus would do
such a thing?" questioned sophomore Brant Billingsley. looking in
dismay at his 1985 Bronco II. The
fr'ont driver's side door was dented
as well as the left front fender.
Early Sunday morning, nine vehicles registered to U rsinus studenb were damaged excessively
by unknown assailants:
Kicked in fenders, smashed lights.
scratched paint, broken mirrors
and dented roofs are among the
descriptions included in rhe damages list. The body of one car was
even covered in ketchup.
The cars which were pal,, :d '"
the C-lot. are relatively ne I. Ift o:
oldest was purchased in 1985.
There is no other connection
the vandalized cars.
Brian McCullough. Dire( d "I
Campus Security stated, "A rhl'
point the case is still consider":'i
active and open."

Grizzly Cuisine Critic

Heart Association. A four-hour
aerobics marathon will be held in
Helfferich from 4:00-8:00 PM. "It's
low-impact, so it won't be as difficult as it seems," asserted Brown.
Sigma Rho Lambda fraternity
has dominated the past Greek
Games. They have been victorious
in all three years of competition.
Independent teams were the
champions of the women's games
of 1984 and 1985 and in 1986 Tau
Sigma Gamma was declared the
champion.
As of now. information is not
available concerning the competitors of the 1987 games.
Any group may enter, but nonGreek teams must submit a roster
of no more than 50 people. A fifty
Jollar entrance fee will be charged
to each participating group.
"We are looking forward to the
week\ events with excitement and
a little bit of apprehension," commented Brown.
For information call Tom Brown
(Reimer! I 07C) at 489-9058.

Turn to
Page 10
for the

Bear Facts
Comprehensive Conflicts
By KRISTEN RINNANDER
For The Grizzly
Two three-hour sessions while
lhe rest of the campus lounges in
the sun on a lazy Saturday afternoon ,
But those comprehensive exams
sessions are only required for a few
academic departments -- English,
History and Modern Languages.
"We feel we have to have some
way of evaluating if our students
have a broad knowledge of both
English and American Literature,"
said Peter Perret en, English Department Chairman "One way to
do this is the comprehensive exam."
he added.
Thirty English majors tackled
their comprehensives last Saturday.
Modern Language students are
currently taking theirs and History
majors will in a few weeks.
Perreten pointed to two practical
functions of the test, which students
must pass before graduating. He
said the test offers juniors considering student teaching a complete
review and for seniors the comprehensive is a good review for
graduate record examinations.
On the other hand, Dr. Nicholas
Berry, Chairman of the Political

Science Department, disagrees with
the philosophy behind such cumulati ve testing.
"A comprehensive exam would
be the ultimate cram," he said.
"The exam tends to emphasize
regergitation and that is not really
what learning is all about," said
Berry.
Berry said he looks upon learning
as a continual process of working,
analyzing, writing, speaking and
organizing information.
"Learning is a cumulative and
continuing process and shouldn't
be aimed at a final," said Berry.
Berry added, "There is not an
exam in the Political Science Department because there is no strong
support in the department."
Dr. John Shuck, Chairman of
the Mathematics Department said,
"Sometimes I think .we should
have a comprehensive exam but it
would be unusual because I don't
know of any others with an exam
in Mathematics."
The English, Modern Languages
and History Comprehensives are
formulated, administered and corrected by each of the individual
departments.
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The Grizzly was founded in 1978, replacing the previous campus
newspaper, The Ursinus Wee.kly. It is published by students twelve
weeks each semester. The Grizzly is edited entirely by students and
views expressed in the paper are not necessarily those held by the
administration, faculty or a consensus of the student body. The staff of
The Grizzly invites opinions from the college community and will
publish them as time and sp'.ce permit.

....

Editorial:
The controversial issues on campus-from new
sculptures to abortion-often lead to letters of
opinion submitted to The Grizzly. The public
viewpoints of students, faculty and administration
are valued and freedom of speech is guaranteed,
yet personal vendettas will not be tolerated and
therefore will not be printed in this paper.
As the newly elected editors of The Grizzly, we
will always appreciate feedback from the Ursinus
community. However, we neither appreciate nor
condone the continued verbal abuse which is
directed' towards specific individuals.
Certain members of our community have the
tendency to ignore the actual issues under discussion and would rather transform their arguments
into a boxing match. The Grizzly is not a boxing
ring. Therefore, we have decided to call the opposing sides back to ttle locker room and declare the
match a stalemate.
Discretion will be used when choosing material
for the editorial page. We want to read thoughts
concerning pertinent subject matter! Please consider this before submitting your next letter.
JMK & LLH

LETTER POLICY
letters must be typed and no more than 300
words. Name and telephone number are required for verification purposes. letters should
be deposited in the Grizzly mail box in Corson
.Basement by 7 p.m. Monday. The Grizzly
reserves the right to edit all letters. Requests
for anonymity will be considered by the
editorial board.

Dear Editor:
The brothers of Alpha Chi Sigma
would like to thank all of those
people who p~rticipated in the
dance marathon this past Saturday. We are pleased with the overall result .
We would especially like to
thank Odessia Rutledge, Eric
Madison, Lisa Haywood and Shana
Finkel who danced all night to

raise money for John Chang. Few
people would be willing to give up
a good night's sleep for charity.
Equally as important. we would
like to thank all who came down
to Ritter to help our fraternity support John, as well as all who sponsored the dancers. We attempted
to make the evening worthwhile
for all those involved. Those who
did come had a good time and can
be satisfied that they raised money

for a worthwhile cause. Those of
you who didn't come missed an
enjoyable evening.
We also wish to thank all those
organizations who raised money
throughout the academic year.
Hopefully the money raised will
help him return to Ursinus soon.
Thanks again.
The Brothers of Alpha Chi Sigma

ICAMPUS MEMOI
Future Changes for Ursinus
director/curator. We are now
searching for such a person and
hope to see her or him on board by
this summer. The new staff person
will work with the art center
resource group in formulating
recommendations for the conversion of the building.
The director/curator will be
responsible for developing art
shows that will complement the
teaching of the humanities and the
fine arts and enhance the general
cultural life of the college. I do not
envision this will lead to a new
major.
We expect that a very large gift
of paintings, acquired during many
(I) One resource group, headed years of collecting by Philip and
by J. Houghton Kane. Dean of Muriel Berman, will provide the
Student Life, is studying the con- principle material for the arts center.
version of Wismer Hall into a fullfledged, first-class college union.
(3) A third resource group is led
The group is assuming that in the
by William E. Akin. Dean of the
long run all academic functions
College. It is studying the need for
will move from Wismer. It enviclassroom and office space' and
sions the moving of the Book Store
will make recommendations for a
into Wismer and probably the
possible new academic building.
creation of a central student mail
for which we will seek special
room.
foundation funding. When the

"Will the conversion of the College Union Building into an art
center deprive students of space for
activities?" No.
We have begun to plan comprehensively for space needs not
only for an art center but also for
student activities and for academic
functions. The Campus Planning
Group recently crealed a Physical
Plant Planning Force. There are
four components of the planning
now under way. Each is being studied by a separate resource group
made up of representatives from
the administration, faculty. and
student body.

Wismer Hall, originally conceived as a student center, after
more than two decades would
finally realize its original purpose
in full. The resulting renovation
would relieve the numerous shortcomings of the current College
Union Building and provide Ursinus with a complete. first-class
social "hub" at the very heart of
the campus.
(2) Such a conversion would
enable us to vacate the College
Union Building for the art center.
Another resource group. headed
by John Van Ness.Vice President
for College Relations.is preparing
recommendations for this conversion.

classrooms in Wismer are vacated
to allow the creation of a complete
student center. alternative academic
space will have to be provided.
This resource group also is looking
at long-range arrangements for
departmental offices.

(4) The fourth resource group.
headed by Nelson M. Williams.
Vice President for Business Affairs.
is studying the vehicular traffic
flow and parking plan. The intent
is to enhance the gracefulness of
the campus by redirecting traffic
and reorganizing parking lots. A
major objective of the group is to
remove vehicular traffic from the
roadway that now runs through
the center of the campus. This
. study will help us make a decision
on the location of the proposed
The pledge of very generous
new academic building.
monetary gifts will make it possiAll this constitutes a com reble for us to hire a professional

hensive agenda that addresses a
whole host of dreams and aspirations harbored in our College
community. We have the luxury
of a sound operation right now
and ought to be able to move into
such long-range changes with
comfort. as they become financially and operationally achievable.
Meanwhile, all of us need to
contain our perfectly natural desire
for the immediate implementation
of our dreams and aspirations.
And all of us need to manage the
natural anxiety aroused by the
thought of change.
We are at this point imagining
the future so that the future will
yield an Ursinus even better than it
is today.
Not all of the plans unGer discussion could be carried out simultaneously. Hence. we have to think
of transitional scenarios. These may
create some short-term improvisation. Some inconvenience could
result. That is a price usually paid
for long-range improvements.
What is the timetable? It is not
determined. We are laying plans
for the evolution of the physical
plant for perhaps the next five
years. The time span could be even
greater if we are to realize all the
ideas now under study. Much will
depend on the ability of the College to fund capital improvement
of this magnitude.
The only target that has been set
is that we would like the first phase
of the conversion of the Union
Building to be completed by the
spring of 1988. The hope is that we
can convert the large lounges into
gallery space without necessarily
moving other Union activities from
the building until later.

,B,'d~
Prellidenl
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Private Eye - - - BY A,M. SALAS
Grizzly Columnist
The two books most recently
discussed in my seminar in The
Contemporary American Novel
were SOllg of Solomoll, by Toni
Morrison, and The Second Coming,
by Walker Percy. Botb books are
excellent so I recommend them to
anyone looking for enjoyable and
worthwhile reading.
Both books are notable for the
existence of characters who, in the
presence of unfair circumstances,
accept the responsibility for their
lives rather than complaining. What
both women do is amazing in its
simplicity and even more amazing
in its rarity.
Pilate Dead in Song of Solomon
is faced with the problem of
survival. Her father has been
murdered, and her brother ha
disappeared. She travels around
the country and works as a migrant
laborer. Other migrants take her
into their communities for a time,
but always throw her out when
they find out that she lacks a navel.
They think she's a witch.
Finally Pilate began to take
offense. Allhough she was hampl'l"ed by huge ignorance.I, bUI nOI
ill any way unintelligent, when she
realized what her silualion in Ihe
world was and would probably
alwal's be, she threw away el'er),
assu~lplion she had heard and
starled 01 zero.... Then she lack led
Ihe problem ofllying 10 decide holt

she wall led 10 live and whal was of interaction wilh otherS.lf thi is
,'aluable 10 her. When am I happy how she can best lead her life, it i
and whC'n am I sad and whal is Ih. · \. "" \. ",;n I
difference? Whal do I lIeed 10
Hov. man \' of u~ hll \{' hOI b,' red
know 10 sla)' ali lie? Whal is Irue II. til , u,talll tlt,;ugllh ahout what v.e
Ihe world?
consider important and what is

Pilate's revelations, sometimes
"the revelations of a three-yearold," but more frequently profound,
lead her to the creation of herself.
With "her alien's compassion for
troubled people" and her ense of
self. she prospers and gains strength
and a sort of autonomy. She
becomes one of the strongest and
most loving characters seen in
reccnt fiction.
In The Second Coming, Allie,
who e family placed her in a
mental institution, has run away to
live in a greenhouse on property
she will inherit if her parents don't
succeed in having her declared
incompetent. She has always had a
difficult time interacting with
people, in part because she interprets language literally instead of
metaphorically. While she's in her
greenhouse 'figuring out how to
hoist a huge stove, she does a great
deal of thinking. She reali7es that
she can expect to live another fifty
or sixty years, and that she'll
eventually need employment. She
realizes that she can complete any
task given to her, but needs a taskgiver in order to function. She
decides that she will work either as
a hoister or as a gardener: hoth
occupalion, offl'r I:I\\..\ v. hI( h n1ll\1
be completed and ha\l' a mIn/mum

necessary for our survivall?
What in the world is true? What
are we good at? Perhaps some of
the problems we face every day
result from having skipped the
fundamental, obvious, and too often
overlooked step of looking at who
we are. It is easy to become so
entranced by what we wish to be,
or wish to appear to be, that we
overlook who we are. Perhap the
infamous "imposter syndrome"
results from a lack of selfknowledge.
It seems to me that the most
logical step to becoming the best
and least confused person 'Possible
lies in doing what Pilate and Allie
did: looking at one's self objectively, accepting what is seen, shedding encumberances, and doing
what one can to get what one must
have from life. The best act is
accepting personal responsibility
for yourself and your action . All
this can probably be accompli hed
with a minimum of self-absorption.
I like it.
It bodes well for us all that characters in fiction are becoming
increasingly self-reliant and ' less
angst-ridden as the cenlury progresses. It's nice to be able to learn
positive thing~ from fictional characters once again.

-----Hartline.f)----BY LORA HART
Grizzly Editor
It's spring and you know what
that means. Right. Young lovers,
balmy warm evenings, Paisley
Beach aficionadoes and Shackin'
Zack the Skunk.
Next to squirrels, I swear we
have more skunks than any other
animals on campus, Delta Pi included. (Hi Joe!) I ran into my first
~ I Qne of Lht!'spring th.e other night in
front of Old Men's. I wasn't sure if
he was
entering or exiting. To
be truthfulJrom the way Old Men's
usually smells. he probably lives
there.
Zack was frolicking on the pavement when we ran into each other.
I saw him and he saw me. Maybe it
was just the way his beady eyes
bore into mine that made me
wary. Call me paranoid, maybe,
but I knew what was on his mind
and I wasn't sticking around for
the action. I beat the Ol} mpic mile
back to the Quad. I'm allergic to
skunks: they make me smell.
One positive aspects about
skunks-I heard they're vegetarians.

What that has to do WIth anythll1g,
I haven't any clue. I just thought I
would share that little tidbit of
information with you people. I
guess you can be glad that after
they spray you, they won't attack
you. I can't imagine anything worse
than being gnawed on by a skunk.
They do eat grub worms, however. That's why they dig holes.
Aren't you just thrilled with this
new found knowledge? "I;:y~~y
thing You Always Wanted To
Know About Skunks (But Were
Afraid To Ask)." Don't turn the
page: there's more.
Skunks have bristly hair on the
back of their necks. Jill Mawhinnev told me this: I ne\ er got close
en~ugh to check. However, I'm
willing totake her \\ ord for it. She
also told me me when they're
tamed. skunks get meaner. I'll
keep that in mind next time I'm
thinking of choosing a house pet
You can also get their littk
smell\, sacs removcd. What do you
say ~'e hire somc \ch to defumigate all thl! skunks on campus? The only problem is that the
I

sacs grow back. Well, it was an
idea ..
Rumor has it skunks are shy.
That's why they scare so easily and
lose control of themselves. They
also don't like their own smell. I
can hardly blame them,can you?
Sorry but this is as far as my
skunk knowledge goe. Anything
else you might be curious about
can be found in any encyclopedia... (Look under'S'). And since I was
accused of rattling on about my
"can" last week. I suppos'e you'))
find this column a little more
informative and fact-filled. So. this
skunk's for you, Dave B.!

Comprehensive
English
Anxieties
By KAREN SINGHOFEN
For The Grizzly
1111'01..,

Ih... ald. 0

MUI<'

of Wisdom;

Sill!: ,hmullh Ihll IOIl'/t' ElIgltsh major
A lid h..lp III .. pa\\ 'hi\ Comprehell-sil'e!

Well, there may be no actual
Muse of Wisdom, but on this past

Saturday, March 21st, silent
screams for inspiration, any inspiration, were coming from those
English majors who found themselves involved in taking the English Department's Comprehensive
Examination.
Before going into depth on the
severe trauma associated with the
Comprehensive, I would like to
address the misconception that
English is a gUI major. How could
this major possibly be considered
easy when. at the end of one's
cholarly career, one is responsible
for all knowledge one has accumulated (and all knowledge one has
failed to acquire) over one's entire
life. It seems to be quite inconceivable to a Biology or Chemistry
student to partake in any such
equivalent comprehensive exami-

Now that the credibility of English as a serious major course of
study has been established, I can
no longer restrain myself from
presenting what is sure to be the
saddest story ever told - that of
the desolute English major in the
final hours before the Dreaded
Test.
It i 10:00 p. m., eleven hours
before the Fatal Time. The months
of studying and strategic planning
I have done are in the unrecognizable past; all of it has been reduced
to a few moments in time. Suddenly there is a dreaded realization, or in this case (since I am an
See English P. II

Table Talk
BY THE PHANTOM DINER
Grizzly Cuisine Critic
The Phantom Diner has risen
from the depths of concealment
deep in the lurky woods of our
spacious campus. I stalk the lines
of the Wismer Dining Hall in
search of the ultimate food combination.
Believe it or not, there are
possible combinations of uniquely
named vegetables, adequately
edible entrees, and the old standbys - assorted home-baked breads,
and beverages. To be fair in my
critique, I work independent1y from
our Wismer Food Service committee in order to assure that
everyone is innocent until proven
guilty.
To start off on a positive n9te,
many students polIeOI reef thltt)t&~ ,
overall taste - I use that term
lightly and service have recently
improved in their own way. Who
can forget the special Valentine's
Day activities as well as the candle
lit Christmas meal which made the
students appreciate the scrumptious

fiji;Cake&Co~kieCo~;ectfo~:
t
t
t
t

nation in his or her major. Yet
believe it or not, a a former Biology major, being able to discuss (at
great length and equally impressive description) the secular themes
in medieval works such as Beowulf
and Piers Plowman is as horrifying
a thought as having to recount the
pathways and mechanisms of the
Calvin-Benson reaction of photosynthesis.

Decor ated Cookies and Cakes
For all Occasions

t
t
t

t
tr~~~~p~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~a~:~O:~v~:d ~h:n~_~~:~~t~~

feel to it after leaving Wismer.
Part of Lent is the traditional
fish platter instead' of meat. The
fish are not multiplied in baskets as
is usually understood, but rather
deeply fried in thick greasy oil, a la
Wismer style.
My favorite Lenten treat is
Mama Leone's own home recipe
See Talk P. I I

ZACK'S PLACE
SPECIALS
Week of Mar. 30 - Apr. 3
MON. - Hot Dog &
Small Fries
TtJES, - Chicl<en Patty
Jr~tD:!lttakUbUrge¥'

& Small Fires
THURS. - B.L.T. &

Chips
FRI. - Tuna Bagel
Melt
Bu~

a Jumbo Pepsi!
Win A Priz!'!

.
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Collegeville . Po .

MARZELLA'S PIZZA
I

~I

5th Avenue and Main Street
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Students Should Become A ware
of Career Aid Opportunities
BY JILL GRIFFITHS

STEAKS - ZEPS - STROMBOLI

OJ The Grizzly
- Tue. - Wed. - Thur. - Fri. - Sat.
Sunday
11:00-11:00
12:00 - 11 :00
Monday Evenings
3:00 - 10:00

Did you know that only 20-25%
of available jobs are advertised?
The other 75-80% are heard of
through contacts, connections, and
"golf course chat." Certainly, this
,,~,,~
~~"'_D4I_04. means that there is truth to the old
Howard R.
Hunsicker, Jr.
addage, "It's not what you know,
'
\
,
; ')
•
•
t
but who you know ."
Th e Career Planning and Placement Center has had a program for
over a year. developed by Carla
Rinde, that provides a means for
TOWNE FLORISTS & DECORATORS LTD
achi eving those very connections.
331
MAIN
ST . • COLLEGEVILLE
, PA 19426
Th programls
. name d th e "G fIZzy
' I
,
PHONE
: 215-489-6600
• 215-33]-3.181
,e
~~'''''''~''''''''''~~'' Netwo rk ," and does indeed help
ROAD S E R VICE
F IR ESTO N[ build a network of connections
T IR ['; that increase the chances of students
finding a job after graduating from
Ursinus.

,

'~.\ 14
.....

~Wd'ICI P}t
SCHRADER'S AMOCO
4 60 MAIN S T
COLLEGEVILLE

PA

S T ATE
INSPECTIC"I

law, human resources, medicine would or would not enjoy a parand personnel. The alumni have ticular career; it can prevent
been contacted and asked to fill students from making poor career
out and return a data form if they choices. There is a procedure sheet
are interested in becoming a' part _ available that advises students how
of the program. The form contains to contact these people and what
in(ormation on biography, aca- kind of questions they should have
demics, career and personal in- ready for their potential contacts.
terests.
As of yet, the program's opporKaren Richter, Carla Rinde's tunities have not been fully taken
temporary replacement, is available advantage of by the studt:nts-perto show students the procedure for haps because so few are aware of
finding someone to talk to about a it. It is available to students in all
particular career.
four years. It is not to be used as a
job interview. But it is possible to
If a student has an I'nterest I'n a esa
t bl IS
' h agoo d rapport Wit
. h your
particular field , they can find an
alumni and contact them . The
alumni may do anything from talk
to the student on the phone to
taking them into work for a day or
so. This way, the student can
become completely immersed in
the working environment. Onhand involvement enables the
student to realize how much they

connection and have your name
kept in mind for future job openings. The alumni involved in the
program are extremely interested
in talking to students, and have
only complained to the CPP Center
about low number of contacts.
This program might provide you
with the contact you need to get a
job.

Bridge Shop
Take out Beer
International Brands
Six Packs to Go
Beer of the world

AND RESTAURANT
"The Oldest, 'New Hotel in the USA"
In continuous operation for food & lodging since 1701

Serving I)inner Every '
Evening Til 11:00 PM
Friday and Saturday til 12
Fantastic Sunday Brunch!
For Only $6. 95 !

Tavern
Serving Appetizers
" Til 1:00AM

489 9511

Beautiful Pavilion RoolD

Plus-Gifts, Baked
Goods, and Frozen
Dinners from our
Special Menu

I

Great Atmosphere
LiveMusic Friday&
Saturday Nites

Saturday Breakfast Buffet
8 -11 AM

;rn~ ~
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Lent, Wood Lead
Ursinus at ECAC's

Men's Outdoor Track
Upsets F&M

The distance medk v r'~ lay
joined Dunlap on the 400 m relay.
BY VINCE LESKUSKY
team. consisting of the Lpt brothOn the 1600 m rela y, Dale and
Grizzly Asst. Sports Editor
Spring Break. While the cam- ers.junior Rich Dunlap, and freshThirteen proved to be a lucky Dean Lent, and Silva-Craig teamed
pus' thoughts turned towards the ma~ John Melody. took second number for Ursinus for this past day, the Bears cruised to a domispring-like weather. the Men's place. The dmr, team's combined
Saturday. Under a lead gray sky, nating 99 .5-45.5 victory.
Track team headed north to Lewi~ time (.I 0:27) was also a new
and amid 30 mph wind gusts, the
ton. Maine to compete in the first school record. The individual
men's outdoor track team defeated
Eastern Colleges Athletic Confer- splits were Dean Lent in the 800
Against the Garnet, the sprinters
F & M fo(the first time since 1974.
ence (ECAC) Division III indoor meter (I :58), Dunlap in the 400
were almost invincible. Dunlap,
This
ended
F
&
M
record-setting
championships at Boles -College.
meter (52: I). Dale Lent in the
for the second straig~t meet, on the
A successful indoor season had 1200m (3: II). and Melody in the 88-meet win streak which spanned
up for the win with Dunlap.
8
years.
giv.en the Bears a new sense of 1600 meter (4:25).
In the 5000 m, all-American
Racking up big points on the
confidence. a confidence that would
hopeful Mike Griffin blew away
strength of their field events, the
enable them to finish fourth in a
Senior Mike Griffin boosted his
field of twenty-four teams. The
own confidence as well as the
Bears' thirty-eight points were
team's with a fourth place finish
bested only by champion Frostand personal best time in the 3000
burg College, Massachusettes I nstimeter (8:44.4).
tute of Technology. a'ld Bates
Dependable Rick Lowe earned
College.
a third place finish in the high
Leading the team was senior jump. Lowe's 6'6" jump was his
Dean Lent. Lef)t, who is running personal best of the indoor season.
his most competitive season in Junior Rob Cordes came through
years, claimed the ECAC 800 with fifth place finish in the same
meter championship with his meet event (6'4").
Wood and Dean Lent have
record time (I :56.2).
Sophomore John Wood shrug- been given special recognition for
ged off his injury plagued outdoor their performances at the Indoor
season of last year to place second Championships. Competing in a
in the shot put. Wood's throw (49' field of eleven men, Wood's sixth
9 112") also made him a con- place finish earned him ali-Amertender for the Indoor Nationals at ican status. Lent also did well with
a ninth place finish.
the University of Chicago.
BY DALE LENT

OJ The Grizzly

Lacrosse Opens Defense
of National Crown
BY JEANNE RADWANSKI

OJ The Grizzly
The Women's Lacrosse team
opened up its season with authority on Wednesday. trouncing Glassboro State College by a score of
26-4.
The balanced Lady Bear'.s attac~ was led by Beth Bingamen.
who contributed three assists and a
career-high six goals. Marie Leahy
and Rachel Rambo chipped in five
goals each with two assists and one
assist, respectively. Not to be left
out, Suzanne Thomas registered
four goals and two assists of her
own.
In their varsity debut appearances, sophomore Heather Simons
and freshman Marikit Kleis both
made their presences felt. Simons
responded with three goals and an
assist while Kleis registered one
goal and an assist.
Defensivelv. the Bears had an
outstanding day. completdy shut-

ting down Glassboro's attack. Goalies Kim Piersall and Cindy Porter
split action in the net, and both
were quite effective. They received
solid support from B'obbie Sue
Copley, who was a very intimidating factor in the game.
Not wanting to be outdone by
the offense, several defensive players proved to be formidable scoring threats as well. In their first
varsity appearances, sophomore
Bridget Algeo and freshman Dawn
Griffen both tossed in four goals.
Algeo also had an assist, and Barb
Caffrey contributed two assists in
addition.
The Lady Bears hope to maintai~ their momemtum and score
victories in their next three games.
Tomorrow. the squad travels to
Division I Lehigh and on Tuesday
they'll visit Haverford. The lacrosse team returns home on
Wedne~day when they host
Drexel at 4 p.m.
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Mike Griffin. Dale Lent and John Mel/ody work for positions in the
J500m. Lent and Mel/ad)' place 2nd and 3rd.
Bears defeated the Colonials 95-90.
Last year's MAC triple jump
champion. Rick Hess, won both
the triple and the long jumps. AIIAmerican John Wood claim J
victories in the shot-put andjavelin,
and threw for second place in the
discus. Rick Lowe claimed the
high jump and Trevor Hughes
won the discus. With these efforts,
the Ursinus field men outscored
F & M's by an overwhelming 52
to II margin.

the field to take the win in 15:46.
Against Swarthmore Wednes100 m and 200 m dashes. Zack
Robinson claimed second with

Condodina bringing up third in the
100 m . U.c. also swept the 200 m
with Condodina second and
Robinson third.
Sweeping the high hurdles
Baverle crossed the finish line first,
followed by Paul McNally and
Rob Cordes. In the 440 m intermediate hurdles, Silva-Craig sailed
to first with Rich Kobylinski taking third. The 4 x 100 relay team of
Baverle, Dunlap, Coridodina, and
Silva-Craig, was also victorious.
In the distance events, U.c. also
had success. In the 800 m, Dale
Lent streaked to victory in 2:01 .6.
Brother Dean and Griffin finished
2-3, respectively, in the 1500 m.
Freshman Rob Hacker came back
from a sub-par performance against
F & M to take second in the three
mile run. The mile relay team of
Dunlap, the Lents, and Silva-Craig
won without a contest. In the field,
all-American Wood qualified for
the outdoor nationals with the toss
and the shot of 52'41,4". The toss
easily surpassed th'e NCAA standard of 51 '71h". The outdoor NCAA
meet will be held at North Central
College in Illinois. Wood in the
javelin and discus threw to two
firsts.
Rick Hess took the triple jump
and Lowe was third. In the high
jump, Junior Rob Cordes was first
with Hess in third. All-purpose
Rick Lowe was second in the pole
vault and Steve Grim was third.
The Bears will take their 2-0
into a tri-meet tomorrow at home
against Widener and Upsala.

Golfers Win

On Tuesday of this week, the
Ursinus College golfers hosted Susquehanna at Limerick Country
Club. In their season opener, UrsiOn the track the Bears domi- nus posted an inspiring 394-410
nated as well. Junior Rich Dunlap win as they acheived their lowest
won four events: the 100 m, tea m score si nce 1981.
Juniors Paul Leddy and Scott
200 m. and ran legs on the 400 m
Klee led the way as they recorded
career-best rounds. Leddy shot a
relay and the 1600 m relay. earn- 74 and Klee a 76. Both these scores
ing him Athlete of the Week were two strokes under his prehonors. Wayne Bl}\'crle. Dean vious collcgiate best. and seven
Cnndndina. and Milton Siha-Craig strokes heller than his 1986 awr-

age.
Looking to improve on last
year's third best record ever, 14-5,
the Bears got support from sophomore Tom Dori's round of 79, a
Pottsgrove High graduate, and a
round of 80 from freshman Mike
Sgnatowicz in their first matches
for Ursinus.
The golf team hoped to continue their success yesterday as
they traveled to Lycoming to challenge Wilkes College.

~~~~~~~~~~----------------~
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Athlete of the Week ~ Wrestlers Lauded for Academics
Junior printer Rich Dunlap
has been named Ursinu College
Athlete of the Week after leading
the men'~ track team to a 95-90
win over Franklill & Marshall
March 21 and napping F & M's
eight-year. 88-meet win streak. the
longest in Division III.
Dunlap won the 100 meters in
11.4 seconds and took the 200 in a
career-best 22.8 as Ursinusopened
the outdoor season by knocking
off F & M for the first time since
1974.
The Plymouth-Whitemarsh
Hi.gh product also helped the Bears
win both relays, running the
second leg in the 400 relay and
leading off the 1.600.
At the ECAC indoor championships March 7. Dunlap won a
il\(er medal in the distance medley
~elay as Ursinus finished a surpris109 fourth among 23 teams. He
added Ihe ECAC medal to the four
he had won at the Middle Atlantic
Conference (MAC) championships

i
~
~

~
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Ursinus College wrestler Steve opponents thl~ year. dropped a 5-4
Laudermilch. a former sectional heartbreaker 10 the 126 title bout
champion at Bloomsburg High. to Messiah's Bryant WhileseL a
ha been named to the NCAA man he defeated earlier in the seaDivision III Wrestling
~on. 6-2 .
Laudermilch. a two-time CoCoaches As ocialion academic alllumbia County Tournament
America team .
Along with teammate and fel- champion. owns a collegiate record
low Bloomsburg natl \ e Brian Hons. of 38-1 in dual meets. He and
Laudermilch medaled at the Mid- Hons each topped the previous
die Atlantic Conference Champion- Ursinus record of twenty-six wins
ship Feb. 27-28 and helped Ursi- in a season by all-American and
nus take third among twenty teams. academic all-American Greg Gifits highest finish in thirty years.
ford in 1981.
Laudermilch, a sophomore
Junior Chuck Odgers. a stanRich Dunlap
business/economics major with a dout in football. wrestling and the
in four different events.
3.45 average. won the silver medal classroom. has earned his second
As an Ursinus freshman. Dun-I at 126 pounds and finished with a and third all-academic honors of
lap took a ilver with the 400 relay
28-8 for the season.
1986-87.
team at 1985MACoutdoorchampionHons. a former standout at CenOdgers. a former sectional
ships. The following year he Picked~ tral Columbia High. took a fourth- champ at Haverford High. was
up a fourth-place medal in the
place medal at 150 pounds and abo named to the academic all1.600 relay.
also wound up 28-8 with a team- American squad.
Last month at the MAC indoorl high sixteen pins. He decked three
A day later the 26-member
meet. Dunlap added a bronze in
opponents at the championship Middle Atlantic Conference. the
meet in 33 seconds. I :20 and 2:35. largest collegiate athletic league in
the 1.600 relay and a fifth-place
Laudermilch, who pinned nine the nation, named Odgers to its
medal in the 55-meter dash.

I
I
~

~

~

winter ali-academiC team. made
up of just twelve athletes from all
se\ en winter sports.
Odgers. a biology major with a
3.7 average. was the onl} Ursinus
athlete to make the MAC team
and the only wrestler from any
schooL
On the mat. the 6-1 Havertown
native won his third straight medal
at the MAC championships Feb.
28. finishing fourth at 177 pounds.
The Bears wound up 20-3 in
dual meets. the best record in their
58-year history. even though
Odgers spent the early season filling out medical school applications and didn't join the team until
January.
In football last fall. Odgers won
all-league honors for the second
time at strong safety. and made
first team GTE Academic AIIAmerican. the only official NCAA
team. with just twenty-four university and college division members.

o 'Donohue Runs to All-American
BY VINCE LESKUSKY
OJ The Grizzly

"If at first you don't succeed,
you are running about average.'"
Nice thought. but nothing concerning freshman Gwen O'Donohue's running is average.
By taking sixth in the NCAA
3000 meters. she became the first
Ursinus athlete in a track event to
be recognized as all-American.
With gold medals in the 1,500 and
3.000 meters. the distance medley.
and a silver medal in the 800.
O'Donohue and the Lady Bears
indoor track team usurped the
MAC crown from favorites Haverford and Susquehanna.
At the NCAA cross-country
championships in November.
O'Donohue missed all-American
honors by eight places, finishing
33rd out of \ 00 runners. Placing
second at the MAC championships behind F & M'sall-Ametican
Amanda Shaw, O'Donohue ' f~ti
the women's team to a second

place (behind defending National
Champion F & M), and a national
ranking of twelfth.
Talking as if in a cathedral, the
5' I" curly-haired all-A merican
makes her priorities clear, "Without the team. it's nothing. The
whole experience of Nationals will
be super if . the girls are out there
sharing completely in the success."
By leading Egg Harbor Township to three Cape Atlantic titles.
O'Donohue, that league'sl600 and
3200 champ. has been on the
award's platform her entire career.
Still. the runner who has seven
cross-country course records this
past fall. is taking the acclaim
slowly. "Glory can become a chore,
with yourself and others expecting
'spectacular' results. I have to keep
the enthusiasm I have now."
Winning the Philadelphia Area
Division II-III cross-country title
in a meet record of 17:50, she fini~h,~d fourth a month later at the
Mideast Regional to qualify for the
National meet.

Despite being tantalizingly close
to all-American. she insists that she
was not disappointed in the least
with hcr fini~h. "Becoming allAmerican i, intnr,,,c 11\ not
ever.dhlOg." \ill' ~alo ,-I iou," "\
still love running. en:n thc' ~o
called minor races. The team and
the comaraderie make the effort
worthwhile. not the honors."

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

Fn· hman all-A merican Gwen O'Donohue displays some of her

awards.

CPA TEAM
TUITION
TWO HEADS ARE BEmR THAN ONEI

FOR QUICK PICK·UP AT

UNPLANNED PREGNANCY?
Open Adoption. Select
and Meet the Adoptive
Parents.

INTRODUCES

CALL
489-6225

In !act we're so conVInced that ~'II
learn better together. we'lI give you
both a full 25% off your tuitIOn. When
you and a fnend register for the
STANLEY H KAPLAN CPA REVIEW.

'I~~
e

CPA

REVIEW

Call Days Ewtnlngs or Weekends
I ~~)o, Y. .alnul "

Illh 1-11.llr

Collegeville Shopping Center

Ard more Po.
I

(215) 642-7200

Our Food Tastes Better
Because 'Ne Make It Better!
. . ._ _ _ _ _ 'Idll"" 1'00,L.I"
I

l"l~b

~I~'I h.tolfi.lIU,
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Women's Tennis Upsets
Widener
Ursinus' Women's tennis team
opened up its season with a 5-4
stunning upset over Widener in
Chester this past Saturday. With
this win, the team equaled the total
amount of wins last year, al}d gave
coach Mary Ann Harris a triumphant coaching debut.
Leading the way for Ursin us was
the freshman standout Sue Mockus,
who won by the score of 6-1,6-2,
in the singles. junior Cindy Robbins,
senior captain Kathy Donahue,

and sophom ore Donna Hoy all
recorded straight-set victories. In
the couples competition, the Lady
Be·ars took one win thanks to the
combined efforts of Cindy Robbins
and freshman Michele Davies.
Cindy and Michele paced Ursinus
with an impressive 6-1 , 6-0 outing
over Widener.
For Mockus, who is ranked No.
6 in the New Jersey State Tennis
Association 18-and-under ratings,
this was her first collegiate win.

MEN

NEI'I'ERS
SPLIT
Bear balllers lined up to take (h eir swings at producing their first
winning season since 1981.

Bears Leave
Del. Val. Blue
Making the most of a chance,
Todd Blue powered back-to-back
homeruns leading the Ursinus baseball team to a 10-6, 10-3 sweep of
host Delaware Valley.
Batting second instead of seventh, Blue, the sophomore third
baseman, wasted little time as he
homered in his first two at bats.
The Bears, who had not homered in eight games this year and
who hadjust four last year, got two
, homers from Ritch LaFaver. Homering in each game, LaFaver helped
freshman Kevin Meehan to the
win. Pitching six of the seven
frames; Meehan claimed his first
collegiate victory. Wally Tittlemayer recorded a
complete
game in the nightcap for the Bears
(5-5).

Laura DeSimone takes her position at third base in a successful first
game.

Scoring five runs in the last
three innings, Ursinus had three hit
games from centerfielder Dave
Kulp and rightfielder John Dillon.
With two triples and a single, Ed
Malandro also contributed a trio
of hits. LaFaver set a school record
Meehan got off to an unsteady with three sacrifice-fly RBI's, but
start in the wind and overcast of couldn't salvage the win for starter
Collegeville Saturday, giving up Tittlemayer.

,---------------------------------------

Af filialed Hospilals

Shut Down Widener
••

1;

Kelly Ames scored four runs in the
twin-bill.
base six ti mes with three hits and
three walks in eight plate appearances. scoring three times. The sole
Wentzel started both games
against visiting Glassboro State.
Tuesday, as the South Jersey team
swept the Bears. 13-1. After a disasterous opening. Wentzel bounced
back from the pounding to pitch a
five-hitter in the night cap, permittingJust one-earned run. However.
Glassboro won the game on a sacrifice fly in the final inning. 2-1.
Freshman Barbara Sbarra chalked
up a win and a.save for the visitors.

This .past Tuesday the men's
team traveled to Media to meet
host Delaware County Community
College. With Ursinus' top three
players missing, the Bears lost 9-0
to a team they swatted last year by
the same score.
The Bears, now I-I , missed the
services of top man Dervishian,
number two man Finger, and
number three man Carcanague.
However, the team bounced back
to defeat Wilkes College 5-0 the
next day before rain halted the
match.

ST. GEORGE'S UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Wentzel, Nelson
In a day of debuts, Ursinus
swept Widener 10-0 and 9-2 in
softball action Saturday.
Pltchmg a one-hitter in her first
college game. freshman Kim Wentzel went 4-for-5 in the batter's box.
Ex-Viking Laura DeSimone, played her first game since her days at
Perk Valley and went 2-for-3 with
2 RBI's and three runs scored.
In her first attempt in the collegiate mound, freshman Ginny Nelson underhanded a four hitter in
the closing contest. Out of the lead
off spot. Sue DeCourcey made
senior on the team. Debi Doleniak, went 2-for-3 with 3 R 81's
and two runs scored. Sophomore

nine runs in the opening inning in a
loss to Fairleigh Dickinson.
In a tighter second game, La Faver
allowed just two earned runs on
eighthits, butthe Bears succumbed
to FDU's Dave Brooks, 4-2.
Brooks hurled a four hitter, as the
Bears scored both, their runs in the
fourth inning.
Despite a valiant comeback, the
Bears couldn't recover from a 10-3
deficit, falling to Elizabethtown,
12-8.
I U-4

In the men's competition on
Thursday, March 19, the Ursinus
men's tennis team pulled out a 5-4
squeaker over Elizabethtown in
the season opener for both teams
at Elizabethtown. The win marked
only the third triumph for the
Bears over Elizabethtown in the
past 14 years.
Junior Marc Dervishian and
sophomore Brian Finger won a
decisive c10ubles match to seal the
victory. Prior to this match, Ur~inus
had built a 4-2 lead with effective
outings by Dervishian, Fiilger and
freshmen Marc Carcanague and
Pat Wallace to dominate the singles
competition.

GRE:\ADA
ST. VI:\CE:\T

In

~ew

York State
Jerse,
(JI'ited Kingdo~
~ew

• .A,ppro\cd h.'oruar~ .t, 19R7 0\ the :'Iiew York Stale f :ducalion Oepartmenl for the
purpo,e of (onducting a dinical derbhip program in Ne~ York teaching hospllals .
SI. George\ recei\ed a \imilar appro\al in 19R5 from the ~ew Jerse)" Board of
Medical E,amine",; thi\ e~taoli~he, SI. George\ as the only foreign .medical school
\\lIh imtru(tion in Engli'h that ha, ~tate·appro\"ed campu<;e~ in ooth Ne~ York
and Nc\\ Jcr'~\ .
• O\cr 700 ,tudent' ha\c tramrerred to U.S. medil'al I\.'hool\. SI. George \ ha~
graduated o \er 1.000 phY'Ktan':
The~ are licemcd III 39 \tatel;
Tbe~ ho ld racult~ po,lIionl in 20 U.S. medical ~chool\ - 25 °'0 ha\e been Chief
Re,ident~ m 119 l '. S. ho~pitah (acwrdmg to a 1986 lunel) .
• SI. George \ II entering III ~e,ond decade of medlc'al education . (n the fir,t decade.
\\c \\cn' (lied by The Journal of the American Medical Association (Januan 1985)
a, ran!..ln!! number one of all maJor foreign medical \Chooll in the mitial p~" rate
on the E(I-\IG c\am .
• SI. George\ II one or the fc\\ foreign medlc'al \Chooll ~ho~e ,tudent, qualif~ for
lJuarantecd Siudell! I oalll. Our Itudell!l allo qualify for lhe PLUS ALAS loam
and. under lertaln .'onditlonl. VA loam. SI. George\ grant~ a limited number of
loa", and ,cholar,hII'I to entering ,tudent,.
/-()r

IfIf()rt/ICJtwfI

pte lll'; ('Ofi/(lCl

the Off" ,,· of
4(/1II/II/lJl/\

!'II. Geor!:e\ l niHrsill ~chool of Medicine/ 4 99
c 0 The "orei!:n Medkal School Sen ices Corporation
One Fa,t Main Street • Ba~ Shore. 't'w York 11706
(SI61 66S·8S00
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WVOUMakes
Waves
BY ANDY ST ANDEVEN

OJ The Grizzly
Hidden deep within the catacomb of Bomberger Hall, tucked
away in a corner across from
Commuter Lounge, is the headquarters of the Ursinus radio station, WVOU, 540 AM. Don't let
the obscure location fool you-the
station possesses all the equipment
necessary for first-rate radio programming.
WVOU, whose advisor is
Communications professor 1.K.
Miller, is undoubtedly one of the
older student organizations. Like
all such groups, the radio station
has had its ups and downs over the
years. Formerly known as WR UC
(FM), the station had begun to
'fizzle out' in the late 1970's. However, with new equipment acquired
in 1983 and a recent large donation from a radio station in Virginia, Ursinus radio ha
undergone a definite revival.
WVOU, headed by general
manager Blaine Moyer, a senior

Campus Paperback Bestsellers
1. The F., SIde a.IIert 2, by Gary Latson. (Andrews. McMee4 &
PIII1<ef. S9.95.)~ oIF"SJde~

2.

w_ who Low 100 MuctI, by ~ Norwood. (Pockel
$4 SO.) How III avoid !he p!CfaIIs 0I1.W1heaIIhy reIaIIonshops.

3. The HwdnIIId'. T• • by MargareI Alwood (Fawcaa. $4.95)
CIWIong por1raCoIa ~thaI may no! be so tar away

biology major, transmits directly
by wire to Wismer Hall, the Union,
and the individual residence halls.
Since it does not broadcast its signal through the air, WVOU naturally has a more limited listening
audience than WRUC had.

4.

U. Down with t.Jona, by Ken F~ (NAUSq18l $4 95)
AomantIc adventurn and 1WISIIng suspense III ~

5. Bloom County a.byton, by BerIt. Btealhed (1..JtIIa, 8<own,
$'2.95) Bloom Coso!y 00fT1IC sInps.
6. The Mwnrnoth 1bI1_ by Jean M. AuaI (Bantam. $4 95)
Sequel" TI>e VaMoy oIlhe Hotsos

7. II c.... From the F., SIde, by GaJ)' Latson (Andrews, 'kMeeI
& Pari<8f, S5 95) The IaIasI ~ Irom !he Far Side
8. The Hunllor Rod October, by Tom Clancy (8ef1dey, $4.SO)
The oncredible chase 01 • nucleat submanna

9. DMtl Ango4. by V.C Andrews IPockel $4 SO)
The saga 0I1Ile Castool farnoIy conIInuas.

According to Moyer, the first
objective of the station is to get
back on the FM waves - a move
that would take significant funding. Moyer feels that if WVOU
went FM it would more than pay
for itself by broadcasting campus
and community events to students
and Collegeville-area residents.
Currently the station does mixed
programming which includes a
variety of music. news, and weather.
The type of music heard on WVOU
varies with the tastes of the individual D1s; however, the promotional copies given to WVOU by
record companies is typi~al college
radio fare classified as 'progressive
alternative.'
Getting involved with WVOU

'0. Out on • Umb, by SIw1ey Macl.ao1e
More seIf·searchong by Macl.ao1e

(~, $4.50)

New & Recommended
en.... 01 lhe Heert, by BeCh Henley
Pulitzer pnze and

OON

(Pengu"', $4 95) W"""" 0I1Ile
a map mellon pocIU1e

The HwdnIIId'. T., by Margate! Alwood (FaWCell. $4 95)
A chtllmg portrait 01 a tuture where !he handma"j's only purpose IS 10

~~~--------.--.
The Btoom 01 .... System, by OaVld Foster WaKace
(PengUlfl, $7 95) An allen hilarious and deeply movong /lOII9I probing
~aruuelleSoIOOIgeneratJon.

requires nothing more than attending the next regular meeting. Meetings are held Monday nights at 6
pm in Bomberger 120. Withjust a
few hours of informal training.
new members can have control of
their own radio show or help the

CAB Presents:

station in a variety of other
capacities.
Even if you couldn't see yourself as a DJ, tune in to 540 WVOU
AM instead. The request line is
489-7755. You'll be surprised at
how good it sounds,

At The Movies

MAR. 28th GREEK WEEK
KICK-OFF DANCE
Co-sponsored with IFC
Featuring

Mar. 27th

9:00 pm

Wismer Auditorium

"The Flamin' Caucasians"
9:30 - 1:00 am
Wismer Dining Room
BYOB if 21 or older with Ursinus 10 ,

FORUMS
APR. 2
Dr. Rolando Hinojosa-Smith
Redefining American Literature:
A Mexican-American Perspective
7:30 pm Wismer Auditorium

JAZZJAMM
UC Jazz Quintet & Jazz Ensemble
Mar. 27th 8:00 pm
College Union Lounge
Free Refreshments!
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Ne'lfsNoteS
Cub & Key Add Junior Members
The Cub & Key Club, an Ursin us men's honor society, has named
ten junior men to be inducted into the club in April. The men selected
to receive this honor have demonstrated the ability to combine
superior academic performance with outstanding campus and community involvement. New members are chosen in a careful selection
process entirely by the group of their peers inducted the previous year.
The Cub & Key Club, advised by Dr. Roger Staiger, Professor of
Chemistry, generally gives recognition to the top seven junior men
each year. The high number of well-qualifi ed applicants in the Class
of 1988 necessitated the induction of ten new members. Congratulations to the next group of Cub & Keyers: Bill Connelly, Joe Danyo,
Scott Doughty, Brian Holloway, Neil Kanasheki, RiCK Levine, Kevin
Mange, Tom McGinley, Paul McNally, and Chuck Odgers.

Forum on Ethnic Writers
Dr. Rolando Hinojosa-Smith will discuss the search by America's
regional and' ethnic writers for acceptance in higher education at an
Ursinus College Forum to beheld on Thursday, April 2, at 7:30 p.m.
in Wismer Auditorium.
Free and open to the public, the lecture is the fifth in the College
spring Forum lecture series.
Once resisted by university departments of English, the study of
American literature- including Washington Irving, Nathaniel Hawthorne, and Stephen Crane- is commonplace on American college
and university campuses. Similarily, regional and ethnic writers are
seeking a place in higher education curriculums today. Dr. HinojosaSmith will discuss the problems of acceptance from a MexicanAmerican perspective.
Hinojosa-Smith received a· doctor of Philosophy degree from the
University of Illinois. He has held both teaching and administrative
posts, and has made more than one hundred presentations on campuses across the nation.

Hall Highlights Women's Studies
BY MELISSA FRENCH
AND LOR A HART
OJ The Griz zly
The Women's Stadies Course,
started in th e fall of '86, will be
offered again in the fall of '87.
Meeting on Tuesday and Thursdays at 3:00 to 4: I 5 p. m., the
course has already gone thro ugh
revision and will include a new
format.
Dr. Colette Hall , coordinator of
th e W o me n's Int e rdi visio na l
Studies Course, is full of enthusiasm
for the newl y created co urse. She
sa ys about th e course first offered
in '86, "We tiptoed through th e
first course." She added, "There
was much to talk about and we
didn't kn ow what to start with or
how the students would react."
But with the success of the first
program and the positi ve student
reactions, Hall plans to broaden
Wo men 's Studies even furth er and
deal with topics that are even more
relevant to students in the '80's.
"According to the evaluations, the
majority of the stud ents liked the
course but felt it needed so me
revisions. Many students indicated
that the themes disc ussed were not
alwa ys applicable to their own
personal experience," Hall said.

With this in mind. she and
assistan t Dr. Roberts-Gassier plan
to give more of a practical angle to
the co urse material.
"I see this course as a pl ace to
generate ideas and thoughts and
eve ntuall y have the ideas reach out
to the student body th ro ugh oth er
courses. The school has recentl y
been funded to help inco rporate
the scholarshi p of wo men in to
oth er co urses." Sh e call ed th e

Dr. Colletle Hall

.............................................

~

Richter Lectures to Community
Richard P. Richter, president of Ursinus College, addressed the
Perkiomen Valley Chamber of Commerce at a meeting on Match 17,
at the Perkiomen Valley High School. Mr. Richter's speech was
entitled "A Community of Interest."
In his remarks, Mr. Richter congratulated Chamber of Commerce
members on thei( foresight in organizing to deal 'constructively with
. the evolution of the Perkiomen Valley from rural and small town
living to a new style of living.
Challenging each person and each organization in the valley to
become involved in the making of a Perkiomen Valley community,
Richter expressed the need to address issues affecting society, the
environment, the economy, the quality of our values and the
coherence of Oijr lives together.
President Richter spoke of the on-going institutional citizenship of
Ursinus College in the Periomen Valley community, naming as
" contributing to the quality of life in the area the college's evening
t': .ool and continuing educativo program; the. Forullt fine arb and
lecture series; the Myrin Library, the community swim club; the
college intercollegiate athletics program, public musical and theatrical
e~rformances, and art exhibitions.

Only at Ursinu·s ...
... do you have to do your wash at
midnight in order to use the one
washer that works .
.... are the topics advertised for
Forums considered optional by the
Forum speakers.
... is apathy the only thing more
universal than the Wismer tomato
sauce.
by Meadow Andrew

Collegeville Shopping Center
489 - 4003
Mon. thru Sat.

Special Discounts

~1 - ~~

to ALL College

S

8

course a timu lat ing and exciting
advent ure, a feeling she knows was
shared by a good num ber of
students.
One of the myths Hall wo uld
like to dispel is that men are not
welcome in the Wo men's Studies.
·
We disc ussed th e idea of men
bei ng reluctant to tak e th e course
because th ey don't wa nt to be
considered femin ine. But Hall said.
"I did n't ex pect men to ta ke the
co urse at fi rst, beca use of th e title.
However, alth o ugh thi s co urse
foc uses o n wo me n, me n are
incl uded, too. There are wro ng
perceptions about what the course
co uld mea n to men. It's not an
an ti- male cou rse, or a cou rse to
make men beco me wo men." Hall
continued to ex plain that one of
th e mai n focuses of th e course is to
explore stereotypes that damage
both genders, not just wo men.
Wh at she wants to question is
th ese tereotypes to help better
ful fi ll human potentia l.
" Men can certainl y be as caring
as wo men. Women can be aggressive and ambitio us," Hall sa id.
Some of next years foc uses incl ude
Women and Men's Im ages in the
Medi a, Du al Ca ree r Fa mili e.
Surr og at e Mo th e rh oo d a nd
Women and Violence.
One eni or, who had the co urse
last se mester, sa id, " I ca n truly say
th at I am much more awa re of
situations that I will ha ve to face as
a wo man in th e work force. Th e
practica l inform ation gai ned in
classroo m discussion has provided
See Women P. II
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U rinus Bears Its
Bears With Pride

UTHEBEARFACTSBY KATHY KROHNERT
Grizzly Photo Editor

Ursinus College is named after
Reformatio{l scholar Zachariah
Baer (1534-1583). This statue,
by Michael Price, was donated
by Philip and Muriel Berman,
November 1983.

Bear: Any of a family (Ursidae of the order Carnivora) of
large heavy mammals having
long shaggy hair, rudimentary
tail, and plantigrade feet, and
largely on fruit and
insects as well as on flesh. Plantigrade? Carnil'ora? Well anyway,
at Ursinus the bear can be seen
everywhere.
The original bear of the college,
Zachariah Baer, a sixteenth century Protestant Reformer and professor of Theology at Heidelberg
University, gave the college its
name. Baer. in German of course,
means bear. Whether "Zack" took
his Ursine heritage seriously, no
one knows (did he woof softly,
stuffing his snout into beehives?),
but he was proud of his bruinity
when it came to his name.

Zachariah Baer followed the
practice of sixteenth century scholars and Latinized his name to
l.acharias Ursinus. (Ursus is the
Latin word for bear.) With pride
and humor, Zack u ed the intimidating image of the bear in his
battles for reform .
At Ursinu , the bear has gone
into battle of a more symbolic
kind. In 1925, it was adopted as
the athletic emblem. The presence
of the bear in the gym is evident : the plaque (Collegium
Ursini A rtes A thleticae), the title
bear, the sycamore bear, and the
bears and bear paws printed on the
teams' uniforms. Even Coach Sterling Brown recognized the importance of the bear and had a bear
paw tattooed on his calf.
The bear suit. though motheaten, unbearably hot, and malodorous has been worn to athletic

events and other college activities.
Els'ewhere, bears abound in
rampantfurritude. In Zack's Place,
the rotund omnivore entices patrons
to dine, and in Ritter Center. the
old Bearpit sign dangles dramatically outside Professor Joyce Henry's office.
The enigmatic Bearkeeper in
front of the library challenges all
but the cognoscenti to recognize its
Ursinitude. To its left, the sculpture of the venerable Zack Baer is
more recognizable (although hardly
more bruinous).
And finally, on the window
ledges of English Professor H. Lloyd
("Pooh") Jones and other 25-year
men and women, small carved
wooden bears salute their quarter
century of service to a college that
bears its bears proudly in every
nook and den of the campus.

The Bea,pU wa, Miginal/y

I~

located in the present English
Departmem, the prel'ious site of
Ursinus'theater. Dr. Peter Perreten, Chairman of the English ~
Department, suggested the name
Bearpit, reminiscent ofthe EIizabethean theater. The plaque,
now located in Riller Center,
was created by Elwood Paisle)'~

n

U

~
~

~CO[tEGiUM
n
U

~

This college bear came to be through the creative genius of Dr. "Ace"
Bailey, Professor Emeritus, who was director of A htletics and Chairman of the Health and Physical Department during his years (19351976) at Ursin us. As a result of an offer of unlimited tile, the bear,
which is located in the foyer of Helfferich Hall, was erected in 1972.

Ursin us , snack bar, Zack's Place,
was placed in the College Union in
1971. The bear was painted by
alumna Theresa Waldspurger
('82).
The Sycamore Bear was carl'ed from the Old Sycamore which
stood on Patterson Field. It wasfelled in a wind storm on March 28,
1984. The bear, which can be found in the foyer of Helfferich Hall,was created by Chuck Sherman. The A lumni Association donated
the Sycamore Bear to the college on June I, 1985.
~
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Flamin' Caucasians to Rock Ursinus

• Talk Cont. From P. 3
offetuccini alfredo. If this was just
a little less watery so I could keep it
on my plate while finding my seat,
I might enjoy it more.
This complaint was also mentioned concerning the "Spaghetti
and Meat sauce" entree. I personally enjoy locating the water line
hidden deep in the pasta. I think

WMMR's (93.3 FM) Morning era ted that CAB welcomes comBY STEVE GALL
Zoo program with John DiBella. ments and suggestions about groups
Grizzly Music Critic
Tomorrow night, March 27, at The Caucasians perform some zany that the student body wants to see
and hear on campus.
Wismer Dining Hall, local favorite covers of classic dance tunes.
The Flamin'Caucasians will kick
off Greek Week festivities with
The Flamin' Caucasians dance
CAB advisor Jeff Page said that
their 50's and 60's dance rock . The he had been planning to get the band concert in Wismer will be
concert will be sponsored by the band almost immediately upon from 9:30 p.m. to I :00 a.m. It will
Campus Activies Board (CAB) returning to school this past fall. be a BYOB event for anyone the meals with noodles would be a
and the Inter-Fraternity Council He was overwhelmed by the twenty-one or older with Ursinus bit more enjoyable if half the water
(IFC).
number of people who wanted to 10. These students may bring up was drained from our plates. My
have the Caucasians perform for to six cans of beer (no larger than pasta noodles are unappealing
Those in the Philadelphia area the campus. Both The Fabulous sixteen ounces). There is no admis- floating like helpless eels at the
may have heard the Caucasians Greaseband, who were at Ursinus sion price.
Wismer aquarium waiting to be
play at such venues as the Chestnut last November, and The Flamin'
"fished" out by Lonely Lolita.
Cabaret, the Empire Rock Club, Caucasians are examples of groups
I am not attackinp the food
Students should come out to per~ on nel but instead offering
and the 23 East Cabaret. Radio brought to Ursinus as a result of
witness
one
of
Phill
y"s
hottes
t
student
criticism.
listeners may remember them frollt campus-wide demand. Page reitbands.

CAB Comedy Night A Laugh
BY CRAIG DlLOUIE
Of The Grizzly
The Campus Activities Board
(CAB) is an organization which
offers a non-alcoholic alternative
to students on weekends. Comedy
Night. held Friday March 20th.
featuring comedians Pat O'Donnell,
D.D.::Jlass, and ventriloquist Vince
Dantona. is a sign of their new
success. Said Odessia R utelege,
who chaired the event. "CAB's
going very far. Now. compared to
last year. we're doing a lot better."
Jeff Page, who with Sue Ashman
is an administrative advisor, agrees.
"We're getting better at picking
activities. getting better at the
events." Comedy Night drew 175
to 200 students into Bomberger
chapel. and if laughter is a sign of

success. the event was extremely
successful.
Last year few people attended
CAB events but, said Odessia,
'We're gearing events toward
everybody." This, coupled with
the belief that the events are getting
better and the effect of the alcohol
policy. is giving CAB success. This
year the Lorelei, AirBand, CAB
Night. the casino trip. the Video
Dance. Mr. Ursinus, Comedy
Night. and the tomorrow night's
dance featuring the Flamin'
Caucasians are the string of events
which helped make them one of
the ~ore important organizations
on campus.
Said Jeff Page of his organization,
"The students are getting things
done."

On March 18, Ursinus College
was chosen 'as one of 28 independent colleges across the country to
be part of a $2 million initiative to
invigorate educational programs
t() meet thedanging needs of their
students. The announcement was
made by the Consortium for the
Advancement of Private Higher
Education (CAPHE), which administers the national effort. Since its
inception in 1983, CAPHE has
made grants to 98 independent
colleges and universities.
Ursinus will receive $11,911,
which the school will match, to
study its current and future tuition
costs, as they relate to outside
perceptions of the institution's quality. The findings from this study
will be used for making recomJohn H. French, Assistant Promendations regarding future pricfessor of Music and holder of the
ing policies at the college.
William F. Heefner Chair in Music,
John Pilgrim, Professor of Ecowill conduct the performance. A
nomics, will direct the study. "We
1977 graduate of the Philadelphia
College of Performance Arts, Mr. _ are delighted to receive this support from CAPHE." he said, "beFrench received his masters degree
cause this research project will
at Westminster Choir College i_n
affect us, as well as other liberal
1979, and is working towards his
arts colleges of our character, didoctorate at the University of Cinrectly.
cinnati. In 1978 he was a finalist in
"We believe the public may
the Stokowski Memorial Conevaluate a college based on its
ducting Fellowing sponsored by
tuition," Pilgrim continued. "That
the Philadelphia Orchestra.
perception may lead parents and
Future fine arts presentations students to make inappropriate
will include a production of choices and possibly, to restrict the
Thornton Wilder's Our Town by institutions that students might
choose."
proTheatre, the campus theater
Michael O'Keefe. president of
group, and a concert by the College Band and Jazz Ensemble.
Lectures will include a discussion
on Mexican-American literature
me with a basis to be both a
by Dr. Rolando Hinojosa-Smith.
successful woman and a human
and a lecture on terrorism by Beth
being."
Salamanca, regional operations
officer with the Agency for InterUrsinus needed a course that
national Development's Office of
applied directly to the changing
Security.
responsibilities and problems that

College Choir to Perform Elijah
Th~

Ursinus College Choir, an
80-voice choir composed of Ursinus students, faculty and residents
of the Collegeville community,
will perform Mendelssohn's Elijah
on Saturday, April 4. at 8:00 p.m.
in Bomberger Auditorium on the
Collegeville campus. Tickets for
the concert, the sixth program in
the College spring Forum fine arts
series, are $5 and will be available
at the door.
Edwina Dunkle, soprano; Nancy
Curtis, alto; Paul Robinson, tenor;
Reginald Pindell, bass, will be soloists for the performance. Pindell
will sing the role of Elijah.
Douglas Tester will accompany
the choir and soloists on the Heefner
Memorial Organ. Director of the
choirs at St. Anne's Episcopal
Church in Abington, Pa., Mr. Tester holds a bachelor of music
degree from the Philadelphia College of Performing Arts. He is
instructor of organ at Settlement
Music School.

U rsinus Receives
Educational Grant
CAPHE said, "In today's highly
competitive educational marketplace, it's important that independant colleges and universities
have the ability to strengthen programs in order to offer students the
highest quality of education available. They must also be able to
compete with larger institutions in
attracting the best students. These
projects provide them with the
resources to attain these goals."
He added, "We've found that
pooling resources an then targeting
our support to model projects is an
effective way to foster institutional
change across the nation. This
approach increases the impact that
outside funding has on strengthenin¥ independent higher education."
Colleges selected for the program range in size from 750 to
3,800 students. Over 150 colleges
were invited to participate in the
national initiative. C\~jJeges were
selected based on evaluations by
educational leaders and CAPHE's
trustees.
CAPHE was founded in 1983
by a group of corporations and
foundations concerned about the
future of independent higher education. Its primary goal is to help
private liberal arts colleges and
universities enhance the quality of
education they provide their students by assisting them in understanding the problems they face,
and in developing appropriate solutions.

Next week's victim is our ominous salad bar. I hope it's feeling
better after last week's thermometer tests. I hear, however-and I
stress it was only a rumor--that it
was suffering from Spring Fever
with pink-eyed tomatoes. I have
no evidence to support this claim
though.
Be aware, however, if you are a
salad lover, to look over your
shoulder next week. You'll never
know where the Phantom Diner '
may be lurking.
A ny contributions from positive
to critical comments are appreciated. Address all letters to: The
Phantom Diner," care of The
Grizzly.

• English Compo From P. 3
English major) an epiphany: I
know absolutely nothing. Panic
sees his victim and attacks. Stricken
by Panic, I call upon that inspirational wonder, the Muse. Unfortunately, I cannot recall the names
of any of the nine, and I am therefore destined to face Despair alone.
I am lost in the darkness of this
jungle of information, the Nightingale sings, but at this point I'd
rather ride on Baccus' chariot; it is
obvious that the viewless wings of
poesy do nothing for me.
If it worked for Faustus, perhaps it will work for me; I will
conjur up Mephistopheles as a last
resort and he will give me ultimate
Knowledge for the mere price of
my soul ... But if that's what it
takes to pass the Comprehensive,
so be it!
You have been' given a glimse of
the lunacy involved with taking
such an important exam. At oneand-twenty years of age, am I
ready for this important test of not
only my Knowledge of a certain
subject, but also of myself: my
stamina, emotions, and maturity. I
would like to point out at this time
that this comprehensive ex:'.m is
not limited to the English department; it is also required of History,
Philosophy, and all Language students. The anxiety associated with
these exams is clearly justified;
besides counting as a requirement
for graduation, it is a personal
mark of achievement, formally
certifying the comprehension of
pertinent ideas and values.

• Women Cont. From P. 4
women and men face with working,
Studies staff realize this fact, and
family and social responsibilities.
know that these new perspectives
These problems are very relevant
need attention. Hall said, "Courses
and still need to be worked
like this have been on other college
through." said a sophomore.
campuses since thtl '60's. It's time
to get Ursinus out of the past and
Hall and the rest of the Women's into the 1980's."

Pa~e
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------CLASSIFIED---LEND A HELPING HANDBE A PEER CAREER EDUCATOR
The Career Planning and Placement Office invites upperclass
students to apply for the position
of Peer Career Educator (PCE),
reporting dIrectly to the director of
career planning and placement.
The PCE will promote the service
of the Career Planning and Placement Office by stimulating first
year students to think about their
career development. PCE's will
help orient freshmen to the CP&P
office and available resources. An
estimated 3-5 hours per week will
be required and an hourly wage
paid. Please complete a brief
application in Studio Cottage, if
interested. Deadline for receipt of
application is March 31.
REDUCE COST OF
STUDYING ABROAD
College students can have their
study abroad fees reduced by up
to $1500 under a new Work Study
program offered by the American
Institute for Foreign Study of
Greenwich, CT. Students participating in AIFS programs in
London, Paris, and Salzburg can
reduce their fees by working as
child care assistants while they
attend school. The Institute also
offers full time child care positions
without college study in Britain
and Germany. For more information, write: American Institute for
Foreign Study, Dept. P-I0, 102
Greenwich, CT 06830 or call:
203-869-9090
URSIN US CO-SPONSORS
CONFERENCE
Ursin us is one of 28 schools cosponsoring a Jewish/Christian
Dialogue Conference, Sunday
April 5, 1987 at Saint Joseph's
University. The program is free
and is from 2:30 - 9:30 p.m.
Registration begins at 2:00 p.m.
Dinner will be provided free of
charge. For more information or
to register, contact Cindy S.
Goodman at the NCCJ office,
546-3377.
THINK YOU CAN
WRITE COMEDY?
Comedian/actor Jimmie Walker
wants to give a break to college
writers who think they know how
to write jokes for stand-up comedy.
If Walker uses the material, he will
pay the writers. A less tangible, but
probably more consequential,
reward will the that the writers will
have established comedy-writing
credit with a comedy/TV/film personality. Any student wishing to
submit material to Walker should
send it to his Hollywood office:
9000 Sunset Blvd., Suite 400, Los
Angeles, CA 90069. Students
should enclose their name, address
and phone number, so that Walker
can locate them in the event that
he is interested in their material.

VETERANS' MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP
Aldoph Coors Company in Golden,
CO is accepting applications for
the 1987 Coors Veteran's Memorial Scholarship Fund which provides more than $500,000 to the
sons and daughters of Amencan
veterans. To be eligible for c.onsideration, applicants must:
• be 22 years old or younger as of
the July 1, 1987, application

deadline;
• have a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or
better on a 4.0 scale;
• have completed a minimum full
freshman year program of credit
hours, but not yet acquired senior
credir hours;
• fall into one of the following
categories:
-dependent of Honorably Dis charged American service personnel;
-dependent of Active Duty, Guard
or Reserve military personnel
(minimum 2 years);
- ·dependent of American service
personnel Killed in Action, Missing
in Action, or who Died in the Line
of Duty.
Applications can be obtained by
writing: Coors Veterans' Memor·
ial Scholarship Fund, PO Box 3111,
Northbrook, ILL., 60065 or call
toll-free 1-800-49COORS.

CONSERVE WATER!
With warm weather just around
the corner, the Pennsylvania
Energy Center reminds everyone
to conserve the water supply.

WVOU CAMPUS RADIO
ELECTIONS
Elections for general manager,
assistant general manager, and
treasurer/business manager for
WVOU for the 1987-88 academic
year will be held at the WVOU
board meeting on April 13. Letters
of application must be submitted
to Dr. J.K. Miller, Dept. of Communication Arts, Ritter Center 108,
no later than Monday, April 6, at
3:00 p.m.

MASS
Mass will be held in Bomberger
Auditorium at noon every Wednesday during Lent.

PEACE FAIR
The 1987 Bucks County Peace
Fair will hold a day· long awareness
program about non-violent solu·
tions to world problems on May 16
from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. at George
School, Route 413, Newtown. The
Peace Fair is sponsored by Bucks
County SANE-The Committee
for a Sane Nuclear Policy. Call
215-357-3857.

BE A LIFE SAVER
Share the blessing of good health
with those who are less fortunate .
YOU are needed to save a life with
a donation of blood. Please take
time from exams, vacations and
pledging to give blood on Tuesday
or Wednesday, March 24 or 25,
between 12:30 p.m . and 5:30 p.m.
in Helfferich Hall.

AMERICAN DIABETES ASSOC.
HAS "ANSWERS"
"ANSWERS," a new program
developed by the American Dia ·
betes Association, is a great
opportunity for indIviduals with
diabetes to share with people like
themselves the thoughts, experien ·
ces, fears and frust rations about
living with diabetes. Volunteers
have been trained to provide emotional support but NOT medical
advice. If you would like to talk
with someone about how you are
feeling, please contact the American Diabetes Association at
215-627-7718.

GREEK SCHOLARSHIP
If you are a resident of Bucks,
Chester, Delaware, Montgomery,
Philadelphia or Camden County
and are of Greek descent, you are
encouraged to apply for the Hellenic University Club of Philadelphia Scholarships. Applications,
CONCERTO SOLOISTS
transcripts, and recommendations
CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
are due by April 15, so come to the
Financial Aid Office to apply soon. Yaron Eitkovitch, Concerto Solo·
ists Chamber Orchestra's 1986
Young Artists Competition winner
STUDENT ASSISTANT
POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE on piano, will perform with the
ensemble on Sunday, March 29 at
IN THE LIBRARY
For a renovation project beginning 2:30 p.m. at the Church of the
in late March. Students should be Holy Trinity located at 19th &
available to work 5-10 hours per Walnut Streets, Philadelphia.
week. Day, evening, and weekend Tickets are $9/$7 for adults and
hours are available. Summer em- students, and are available at
ployment is possible also. Work .GPCA's TICKETbooth located at
study students will be given pref- the Northwest corner of 15th &
erence. Call Mrs. Malone at ext. Market Streets, or call 215-735·0202.
2291.
OPERA COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA
The Opera Company of Philadelphia will present the onginal 1869
version of Mussorgsky's Boris
Godunou on Monday, March 30
and Friday, April 3. Performance
will be at the Academy of Music at
8:00 p. m.· The opera, based on the
play of the same name by Alexander Pushkin, chronicles the
tempestuous reign of the legendary Russian Tsar. Tickets are avai·
labe at the Academy of Music Box
Office (215-893·1930) and the
Greater Philadelphia Cultural
Alliance TICKETbooth at 15th &
Market Streets. To charge tickets,
call PHIL-A-CHARGE at 215-7355266. Student rush tickets, subject
to availability, go on sale 30 min·
utes before the performance at the
Academy of Music Box Office.
Rush tickets can be purchased for
$3 with valid current student I.D.
UNIQUE JOB OPPORTUNITY
If dramatics is your forte, and you
have a flair for the unusual, con·
sider working at TREEHOUSE in
the Philadelphia Zoo. To schedule
an interview, call the Zoo at 215243-1100, extension 336 or 283 and
find out how work can be fun.
CONCERT
The dynamic multi-talented group
Bright Morning Star will be in con·
cert on April II, 1987 at 8 p.m. at
Ceorge School, Route 413, New·
town. Concert !Jcket are $8.00.
For information, call 215-357·3857.

FREE 10 POUCHES
Available in the Copy Center in
Corson Hall from March 23 'hi the
end of the spnng semester. Hours
are 9:30 AM to 11:30 AM and 1:30
PM to 3:30 PM.

but Me espelli1lly IIlterested In
those wilh humtlnltles majors.
Advancement pOSSIbIlities are ex·
cellent. If t here IS enough interest a
represenldtlve Will be sent to Cdm·
pUS to IIltervlew ltllldldtltes. Pletlse
sign up III the CPP Office III St udio
College ciS soon <15 pOSSible If you
are interested NOTE: thIS IS not
the same brdnch of AVlcltlon Sup
ply that IS reulIItlllg on C,lmpus
April 3.
TWO STUDENT ASSISTANTS
NEEDED IN THE
COMMUNICATIONS OFFICE
To help with public relations projects. Contact Debra Kamens,
Director of Collee Communications, Corson Hall, if you are interested in these positions. Apply
in person or call campus extention
2238.
CAMPS FOR HANDICAPPED
SEEK SUMMER HELP
College students interested in
working with people with disabilities
are urged to apply at the Pennsylvania Easter Seal Society in
Middletown, PA for summer positions at one of three resident camps
located at Hickory Run State Park
in the Poconos, Laurel Hill State
Park in Somerset County and
Conneaut Lake in Crawford
County. For further information,
contact: Allison A. Kosty, Director of Recreation and Camping,
Pennsylvania Easter Seal Society,
PO Box 497, Middletown, PA
17057: 717·939·7801.

Student Asst_ Positions
Available III the Mcdltl Services
department of the Mynn LIbrary
beginning in mid ·Apnl. Stude.nts
will begin training this ye,lr in ,lIlticipation of working 5· 10 hours per
week for the 198788 school year.
There are three htlJ'dw<lYe posi·
tions and one softwdTe grtlphlcs
position available. Work study stu·
dents will be given preference.
Please call Ms. H'lI1kel tlt ext. 2286
for Information.

NEW YORK TIMES
The Times IS dropped off each)
morning dt Bomberger for p,lid
subscribers unly. They Me not free
to anyone WIshing to take one.
Paid subscnhers tire helllg depnved
of their newsptlpers Anyone Wish·
ing d SUbsllptlon should contact
Professor Fitzptltrick III the Pol.
SCI. department. Bomberger 16·D,
ext. 2200.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
AVIATION SUPPLY
The contracting br,lIlch of the
AVltltlon Aupply Office III Phil,I'
delphld IS looking for gr,lduating
seniors with 3.5 GPA or better to
work for them tiS (ontr,ICt speCIalist trilll1ees. ThIS is <1 developmen·
tal position, ,lnd tr,lllling WIll be
provided. They <lYe interested in
interviewlllg seniors of ,my major

Are you denying
yourself

a Detter shot
at grad school?
Okay. it may be too late to
get a 40 But it's not too late to
try to do better on your LSAT.
GMAT. GRE, or MeAT For that.
theres Stanley H. Kaplan
No one has prepped more
students than Stanley H
Kaplan Our test· taking techniques alld educational
programs have prepared
over I mlliJon students
So whatever grad school
exam you're takmg, call us.
Rememopr, the person next to
you dUring your exam might
have taken a Kaplan course

(215)435-2171

I KAPLAN
5TANlfYH KAPIANEDUCATI()NAICINTB!lJO

CLASSES STARTING:
June 'S7 LSAT - 412
June 'S7 GMAT - 5120

April 'S7 GRE - 3/19
June 'S7 GRE -

5n

